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$1. INTRODUCTION 
LET X be a finite-dimensional C” manifold. A criterion for equivalence of two C’ vectorfields 
on X is, according to one rather natural definition, the existence of a homeomorphism 
mapping integral curves of the first onto integral curves of the second. The homeomorphism 
is required to preserve the natural orientation of the integral curves but not necessarily their 
natural parametrisation. A stronger notion of equivalence requires that the homeomorphism 
alter the parametrisation by at most a positive constant factor. There are corresponding 
equivalence relations under which one attempts a local classification of vectorfields near 
critical elements (i.e. zeros and periodic solutions). This classification problem is very 
hard; it is unsolved even for zeros of linear vectorfields on R”. One looks, therefore, for a 
large and important family of critical elements which is amenable to classification. The 
so-called elemer~tary critical elements (precise definitions are given in the next section) form 
such a family. These are exactly the structurally stable critical elements (i.e. the ones whose 
equivalence classes, under unparametrised equivalence, are unaltered by small changes in 
the vectorfield). 
The classification of elementary zeros is well known, and is the same for both para- 
metrised and unparametrised equivalence. By a theorem due to Hartman [5,6,7] and 
Grobman [3,4], one may equate, in the parametrised sense, a Cl-vectorfield near an elemen- 
tary zero with the Hessian (see 922 of [21) at the zero, or, more precisely, with the linear 
vectorfield of which the Hessian is principal part. The classification of the corresponding 
linear vectorfields was performed by Vaisbort 191. It is the same for both parametrised and 
unparametrised equivalence. A complete set of invariants is the dimension of X and the 
number of complex eigenvalues of the Hessian having positive real part. 
In the case of elementary cycles (orbits corresponding to periodic solutions) and 
unparametrised equivalence, one may take a local cross-section (see for example, 
Markus [81), and reduce the problem to that of classifying, up to topological conjugacy, local 
diffeomorphisms of euclidean space at hyperbolic fixed points. According to Hartman 
(p. 245 of [71) such a diffeomorphism is topologically conjugate to its differential at the 
fixed point. Thus one need only consider hyperbolic linear automorphisms of euclidean 
space, and the classification of such maps is a straightforward exercise. 
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The main object of this paper is to show that the parametrised and unparametrised 
classifications of elementary cycles are the same. To achieve this we need a result for cycles 
analogous to the theorem of Hartman and Grobman for rest-points. This is Theorem 4.2 
below, which states that an elementary cycle is equivalent, in the parametrised sense, to the 
suspension of a certain hyperbolic linear automorphism associated with the cycle. In 93 
there is a series of theorems on topological conjugacy of homeomorphisms. The crucial 
result here is Theorem 3.6 which, in effect, constructs at any point of an elementary cycle 
a local cross-section which is invariant under the action of z E R, where r is the period of 
the cycle. En route we give a simple direct proof of Hartman’s theorem on topological 
conjugacy mentioned above. Our comparable Theorem 3.3 is stated rather more generally 
in terms of Lipschitz rather than C’ maps, and in this resembles Grobman’s results [3]. We 
indicate at the end of the paper how to obtain the theorem of Hartman and Grobman from 
Theorem 3.3. 
I have been informed by M. Shub that he and C. C. Pugh have also achieved the 
classification of elementary cycles described here. 
Q. DEFINITIONS AND PRELJMINARY RESULTS 
A flow (or dynamical system) Q on a topological space X is a continuous map 
4: R x X + X such that, for all 1, t’ E R and for all x E X, 
(i) 40, d(t’, x)) = 4(t + r’, x) 
(ii) r$(O, x) = x. 
We write d(t, x) = 4’(x) = 4Jt), so that, for fixed x E X, dx: R + X is a continuous map, 
and, for fixed t E R, 4’: X +X is a homeomorphism (with inverse $-‘). An orbit of 4 is, 
for some x e X, the image of 4,. A rest-point of 4 is a singleton orbit. A cycle of 4 is an 
orbit homeomorphic to S’. If C is a cycle of 4 then, for all a E C, there is a smallest positive 
number z such that ~JT) = a. This number is independent of choice of a E C, and is called 
the period of C. 
Flows q5 and cc/ on topological spaces X and Y respectively areflo+v-equivalent if there 
exist a homeomorphism h: X -+ Y and an increasing continuous group automorphism u of 
the additive group R (i.e. CI is multiplication by a positive constant) such that h4 = $(a x h). 
If 4 and I/ are flow-equivalent then they are orbit-equivalent (that is to say, h maps orbits 
of 4 onto orbits of $, preserving orientation). The pair (c(, h) (or, if c( = l,, the map h) is 
called a flow-equivalence from 4 to $_ 
Now let U be an open subset of X. For all x E U, Z, denotes the component of 4,-‘(U) 
containing zero. The set ux. r, I, x {x} is denoted &. Then I, is an open interval, and 
Dv is an open subset of R x X (see 7.12 of [I]). Let V be open in Y. We say 4 i.sfio~,- 
equivalent on U to II/ on V(or, by abuse of notation, 4 1 U isflow-equivalent to $1 V) if there 
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exist a homeomorphism h: U + V and an increasin g continuous group automorphism 
3: R + R such that 114 = $(z x II) on D,. It is straightforward to prove that, in this case, 
x x h maps D, homeomorphically onto Dv, and thus that h maps orbit components of C$ 
in U onto orbit components of li/ in V (preserving orientation). We call (a, h) (or, if 
r = 1, , h) a flort,-equir-aience from 4 1 U to 9 1 V. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let X and Y be topological spaces, U and V be open subsets of X and Y 
respectively, and C$ and li/ beflorvs on X and Y respectively. Let h: U -+ Vbe a homeomorphism 
andcc: R + R be an increasing continuousgroup automorphism. Then (r, fr) is aflow-equicaience 
from 4 1 U to $ / V if and only I$ for each x E U, there exists an open interral J, containing 
zero such tflat h4 = t&z x fz) on J, x {x}. 
Proof. Necessity is immediate from the definition of flow-equivalence. Fix x E X. Let 
T = {t E I,: f$ = t+k(z x fz) on [0, t] x (x}} 
and let b = sup T. Suppose b E I,. By the continuity of the maps fz$, and $hCx) M, b is in T. 
Let 9’ = $(b, x). Then, for all s E J,, , 
hr$(s, x’) = ti(a(s), It(?)). 
Thus 
/r&s + h, .K) = $(‘*(s) + r(b), h(x)) 
= $(rl(s + b), h(x)) 
This contradicts the definition of 6. Thus, for all non-negative t E I,, 
h$(t, x) = t,+(t), h(x)). 
The proof for non-positive 1 is similar. 
Let A and B be any subsets of X and Y respectively. We say that I$ isflow-equicalent at 
A to $ at R (or, sometimes, that A isflow-equivalent to B) if there exist open neighborhoods 
U of A in X and I/ of B in x and a flow-equivalence (c(, h) from 4 j U to $1 V such that 
k(A) = B. 
Let E be a finite dimensional normed linear space. We say that v E GL(E) is expanding 
if all its (complex) eigenvalues have modulus greater than 1 and contracting if they have 
modulus less than 1. We say v is hyperbolic if E = F @ G where F and G are invariant sub- 
spaces on which v is respectively expandin g and contracting. For general v we call the 
largest invariant subspace F on which v is expanding the expanding summand of E with 
respect to v, and we call v ( F E GL(F) the expanding part of v. We similarly define contracting 
and hyperbolic parts of v. We may also refer to eigenvalues of v with modulus > 1 a~ expanding 
eigenvalues of v. If v is hyperbolic then it is linearly conjugate to a product 1. x p where 
I, E GL(F) and Al E GL(G) and, for some real ‘1 and p with 0 < /? < 1 < a, 
jji.-‘II = r-l and jIlli/ = p. (I) 
We shall, several times, use the fact that a homeomorphism approximated by such a product 
satisfies inequalities as follows: 
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LEmti 2.2. Let i E GL(F) and p E GL(G) satisfr (1). Srqpose f: F x G + F x G is a 
homeotnorphism such that r~ = f - 1. x p is Lipschitz \tYth constant ti < inf {z - 1, 1 - /?I. 
Then, for all x and x’ E F x G, 
(i) ifl[x - x’// = jlxr - x1’// then, for all r 2 0, 
yf’(x))1 -f’(.q/ = i[f’(.x) -f’(x’)~~ >(r - K)’ Ii.Y - S/I, 
(ii) if /lx - X)/I = /Ix2 - x2’/] then, for all r B 0, 
Ilf-‘(x)z -fy.U’),/[ = ~~f-'(X)-f-'(.K')jl 2 (p + K)-' /ix - x'lj. 
Proof. For all x and x’ E F x G 
IlfiW -fiWl/ = I!K~, - xl’> + vlW - v1(X’)iI 
2 1 iiqx, - e~I’Ill - llr7,(.4 - ‘71(.0 I (2) 
and 
llf2(-4 -f*C4 = il& - -3') f %c$ - &')/I 
G IlAx, - %‘>I1 + Ildu) - &‘)ll 
< (P + K) llx - x’ll (3) 
Suppose first that I/x - x’jl = j[xr - ~~‘11. Then 
Il>.(X, - Xl’)]1 > U /IX1 - Xl’jl = Y j/X - .Y’jl 
and 
llSI(X~ - %W)II G +c Ilx - 41. 
Thus, since c( > K, (2) yields 
Ilfi(,u> -fi(-r’>ll 2 (a - ti) l/s - x’ll. 
Moreover, as fi + K < u - K, we have, using (3) that 
IIf&) -f2b')ll G IL&(4 -fiwll~ 
(Remark. Strict inequality holds unless x = x’.) Thus 
IlfiW -fiW>II = IIf(4 -f(X’)ll B (u - 4 IIX - x’ll. 
By induction we obtain (i). 
On the other hand, suppose that jj.‘c - .?I/ = jjxz - xz’II. Then 
Ilf -w -f -‘WI = Ilf -w2 -f -‘w>,ll 
(otherwise the above Remark yields a contradiction). By (3) 
Ilf2f-Yxl -f*f -‘w>II < (P + 4 llf -w -f -Wll. 
That is to say 
/If-‘(x) -f-‘(x’)ll 2 (fi + Jd-‘llx - xv. 
By induction we deduce (ii). 
Suppose now that X is a C” k-dimensional manifold, and that 4 is the integral ff ow of 
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a C’ vectorfield c on X. Thus 4 is a C’ flow on X such that the diagram 
T4 
T(R x X+TX 
7 
P 
u 
# ’ 
” 
RxX---+X 
commutes, where the vector field II takes (t, _K) to the vector (I, 0) in T(,,,,(R x X) = 
T,R x T,X. The rest-points of 4 are exactly the zeros of c. A rest point (I is called elemefr- 
far): if T, 4’ : T, X -+ T, X is hyperbolic. Equivalently the characteristic exponents of a all 
have non-zero real part. These latter numbers are the complex eigenvalues of @(x(a)), where 
l is an admissible chart at n andf‘is the principal part of the induced vector field (T~)u~-’ 
(see $2.5 of [2]). 
Now let C be a cycle of 4. Suppose that C has period T. Let CI E C. The linear auto- 
morphism T,4’ has one eigenvalue 1 correspondin g to the eigenvector u(a). The other 
complex eigenvalues are called the characteristic multipliers of C (they are independent of 
choice of a E C), and C is said to be elementary if none of them has modulus 1. Thus, 
in this case, the hyperbolic summand of T, X with respect to T, C#J’ has dimension k - 1. 
Finally, recall ([IO], slightly modified) that if A: X-+X is a homeomorphism of a 
topological space X then the suspension Z(f) off is the flow induced on 
X x R/(f(x), II) = (or, u + 1) 
by the standard regular frolv p on X x R defined by p(t, s, [I) = (.Y, 11 + t). In particular, 
if X is a normed linear space and f is a hyperbolic linear automorphism then C(f) has 
one and only one cycle (corresponding to the unique fixed point 0 of Iz). The proof of the 
following result is elementary: 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let f: X + X and g: Y --+ Y be homeomorphisms, where X and Y are 
topological spaces, and let h: X --t Y be a homeomorphism srrch that g = hfh-‘. Then C(f) 
is flow-eqcticalent to Z(g). 
$3. COXJUGACY OF HOIMEOMORPHISMS 
Throughout this section F and G are finite dimensional real normed linear spaces, and 
d, u, p are positive numbers with r > 1 and /? < 1. We shall give the linear space F x G 
the Cartesian product norm, so that, for all x = (-u,, .Q) E F x G, [i)~_ll = sup{((x,[l, j[x2jjl. 
We consider the product v = A x ~1, where 1. E GL(F) and ~1 E GL(G) satisfy (1) above. The 
first few theorems show (cf. IX.8 of [7]) that a sufficiently good Lipschitz approximation to 
v near 0 is topologically conjugate to v. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let f be a homeomorphism ofF x G &ich, for all x1 E F bctith \Ixl\j >, d, 
maps {x1} r: G 017to {l.(xl)} x G. Then there is n continuous map p1 : F x G --f F such that 
(9 plf= I.p17 
(ii) for all x1 E F Ivith /jxl jj > d, pi-1(x,) = {sI} x G, 
(iii) for all x E F x G, pi(x) = 0 ifand only $l/~(.lc>, i/ < dfor all r 3 0. 
Proof: We prove that the formula 
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p,(x) =fi; j.-‘(f’(x)l) 
defines a continuous map p1 : F x G -+ F with the required properties. Consider first the 
case when, for all r 3 0, Ilf’(_~)~l] < n. Then, by (l), ~i;.-‘(~(x)J[ < ~-?n. Thus pi(x) 
exists and is zero. On the other hand if, for some s > 0, ilf”(~)~jJ > d, then, by the given 
property off, i.-‘(f’(x)J = ~,-“(f’(~)~) f or all r >/ s. Thus pl(,x) exists = j.-‘(f’(.yli) # 0. 
Hence (iii). Notice that, in this latter case, p1 = J.-S(f)1 on some neighbourhood of x, and 
is thus continuous at x. Also, if I E pI -‘(x1’), where lIxl’lj > d, thenf’(x), = i?(.r,‘), Jvhence, 
by the given property off, x E {x,‘} x G. We deduce (ii). 
Property (i) is immediate, since, for ali x E F x G, 
p,f(x) = ;i:i-r(f”‘(X),) = Y!1:mm~.-‘-‘(f’+l(ci-)*)) = i.p,(x). 
It remains to prove that p1 is continuous at any point .Y where pi(x) = 0. Suppose not. Then, 
for some neighbourhood U of 0 in F, there exists a sequence (xc,,) in F x G such that 
I~~)+x as i-+co, but PI(X~j)) $ U for any j E N. By (I) there is some s 2 0 with 
[[n’P,(-r,j,)[/ > 2d for alljE N. By (i) I\~,fS(x(~))ll 2 2d, and by (ii) /lf”(.ucjJ1[l 2 2d. But by 
(iii) i/f(,~)~ /I =$ d. This contradicts the continuity off. Thus p1 is continuous at s. 
THEOREM~.~. LetfbeahomeomorphismofF x Gwhichequalsvon {.x E F x G: ‘;.‘cIl 2 d). 
Then there is a cotltinztous map p: F x G -+ F x G slrcll that 
(9 pf = v 
(ii) p maps {x,) x G onto itself if j/xlII > d, aud F x {x2} onto itself if /jxz j b d, 
(iii) for all .Y E F x G, p,(x) = 0 ifand onfy if /jf’(,~)~li 2 dfor all r > 0 (i = 1, 2). 
Proof: There exists a continuous map pz. . F x G + G satisfying analogues of (i)-(iii) 
of Theorem 3.1. (We may, in fact, reverse the order of the product F x G and apply 
Theorem 3.1.) Now define p = (pl, p2). 
THEOREM 3.3. Let f be as in Theorem 3.2. Suppose that q =f- v is Lipschitz Icith cowtaut 
K c inf {a - 1, 1 - p}. Then the map p of Theorem 3.2 is a homeomorphism. 
Proof. We show that p is injective. Suppose not. Let x # x’ E F x G, with p(s) = p(x’). 
Consider the case when /Ix - x’j/ = //x1 - ~~‘11. By Lemma 2.2, for all r 2 0, 
iif’ -f’(x’)lil > (Cl - K)’ jlx - X/l. (4 
Thus for sufficiently large r, jlf’(.~)~ -f’(~‘)~jl > 2d. We deduce from Theorem 3.2 (iii) that 
p1 is non-zero at one, and hence by hypothesis both, of the points x and x’. Hence for (all) 
sufficiently large r, both Ilfr(x)lli and Ilf’(~‘)~ll exceed d. Then 
f’(x), -Rx’), = P,fw - PJW) (by (ii)) 
= i.‘(pl(x) - pl(.?)) (by (9) 
= 0 (by hypothesis). 
This contradicts (4). We similarly obtain a contradiction if /is - .Y’!] = 1!s2 - .x2’ ‘. Hence 
s = x and y is injective. 
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By Btouwer’s Theorem of invariance of Domain p maps F x G homeomorphically onto 
an open subset of itself. We finally show im 17 is also closed in F x G (so that p is surjective). 
Let y E im p. Then there is a sequence (.Y(~,) in F x G such that xcj, = p(,~(~,) -+ y as j -+ ;o. By 
Theorem 3.2(ii) lIy,j,il = ![_‘c(~J whenever Il.ucjJ z d, so (x(~,) is bounded. Thus some sub- 
sequence of (.v(~,) converges to a limit which, by continuity of p. maps to y. 
Now letfand p be as in Theorem 3.3. Let c, CJ and S denote respectively the unique 
fixed point off and the unstable and stable manifolds off at c. Thus 
U=p~‘(Fx{Oj)={,~rFxG:f~‘(~)~~asr--,c~), 
s=p-‘(jO~xG)={.r~FxG:f’(.~)-tcasr~;o). 
The following lemma gives quantitative information about the action off on U and S. 
LEMMA 3.4 (i) If x E U, tlrett I/x - cjj = jjsl - cl/I and, for all I’ 3 0, 
Ilf-‘(.X) - cl1 < (‘1 - K)-rl!X - c I/. 
(ii) Ifs E S, tlwr Ij.\: - c/l = //x2 - czIj atzd,fora/lr 3 0, ilf’(s) - cl/ < (/I + K)~!!x - c/l. 
Proof. Let .Y E F x G and suppose that IIs - cl/ # !js, - ctj/. Then 11.‘~ - c/l = jjsl - c2/I 
is positive. By Lemma 2.2, for all I’ > 0, 
/lf-‘(-Y)2 - CJ 3 (/r + li)-r l/S - cij. 
Hence for sufficiently large I’, i/f‘ -r(.y)2 - c2/! > 2d, and, since llcjj < c/, ]lf-‘(.~)~I/ > d. By 
Theorem 3.2 (iii) P?(X) # 0. Thus x $ U. 
Now suppose x E U. Then, for all r 3 0, ,f-‘(x) E Ii, and we have just proved this 
implies 11 f-‘(x) - cl1 = I/f -‘(x)l - cl /I. Part (i) now follows from Lemma 2.2 (i). The 
proof of part (ii) is similar. 
We now come to the crucial theorem of the paper. As explained in the Introduction, an 
immediate consequence of this result is the existence, at any point a of an elementary cycle 
C, of a r-invariant local cross-section, where r is the period of C. Again f and p are as in 
Theorem 3.3; in addition we now suppose f(0) = 0. We are given a Lipschitz map 
1;: F x G -+ R which vanishes at 0 and for I/xl/ > cl. We wish to find a continuous map 
0: F x G + R such that 0 = Qf+ {. Roughly speaking the connection with the cycle C is as 
follows. We may think of the flow 4 near CI E C as being the standard regular flow near 0 on 
F x G x R, for some F and G, and we may think of 4’ as being of the form +‘(x, u) = 
(f(x), u + i(x)). The graph of -0 then gives the r-invariant local cross section at 0, provided 
0(O) = 0 and 
@(.u, -0(X)) = (f‘(X), -U(X) + i(s)) = (f (4, - ef (Cc)). 
Once we have any map 0 satisfying 0 = Qf+ < we can add a constant without affecting the 
property, so the condition O(0) = 0 is no real restriction. Subject to this condition such a 
map 0, if it exists, must be uniquely defined on the stable manifold S off at 0 by 
O(s) = lim 1 if’(s), 
r-m j=O 
and on the unstable manifold 17 by 
-O(X) = lim i ;f-i(~~). 
r-1) j= 1 
We must somehow extend these definitions to F x G, and there is no unique way of doing 
this. We proceed by defining the continuous map II: F x G --) F x G by h(.u) = p-‘(pl(.r>, 0). 
As trivial consequences of the properties of p we have: 
PROPOSITION 3.5. The map t7 i7as image U ami ~0177~7111~s li.ith J For all .K E F x G, 
/7,(x) = x, if jjXl )I > d. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let f be as ill Theorem 3.3, and suppose f(0) = 0. Let i: F x G -+ R be a 
Lipschitz map bvhich canishes at 0 and otz {x E F x G: $.$I > d). Therl there exists a contirwous 
map 0: F x G -+ R SC(C/I that 8 = ef t [. 
ProoJ We assert that the formula 
I- 1 
e(x) =!!hr ,~o(if+c) - [f’h(x)) 4:; jgl;f-jh(x) 
defines such a map. Let ‘/ be a Lipschitz constant for <. Using Lemma 3.4, we have that, for 
ail x E F x G and for all s and r with s > r B 0, 
II j=g+ lXjh(4 <‘/ i: Ilf-j/7(.Y)~~ j=r+ I 
< ‘/ i (u - x)-j llh(x)!I 
j=r+ 1 
< ;,(a - .y+y1 - (2 - K)-I)-’ [ih(x)jl, 
which, for bounded s, tends uniformly to 0 as r + m. Thus the second limit in theexpression 
for 0 is well defined and continuous. Similarly if X(X) denotes the first limit, then x I S is 
well defined and continuous, where S is the stable manifold off at 0. We temporarily denote 
the set (F x G \ S) u (0) by V, and prove that z 1 V is well defined and continuous. Let 
.X E I/ \ (0). Then by Theorem 3.2 (iii) there exists r 3 0 such that for j = r, and hence for 
.j 3 r, jl f’(x), /j > d. Thus [ vanishes at f j(x). Also, by Proposition 3.5, 
/I (f ‘h(x)), II = ll(hf jb))l II = ilf j(+y)I II > 4 
and so < vanishes at fjh(x). We deduce that x is well defined at X, and that, in fact, on some 
neighbourhood of X, x is given by the formula 
The continuity of x at x is immediate. To prove that x ) V is continuous at 0, notice that, for 
all x E V \ {O), there exists, as above, r > 0 such that 
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Now, sincef’(rr), = (f’i~(s)),, \ve have that 
;if’(X) -f’h(.Y)., = Vf”(.r)~ - (j“il(.Y))z 
Thus, by Lemma 2.2, for all j uith 0 d j 6 r - 1, 
;;j-+, -f-%(X) = ;lf’(.+ - (J“il(s))2 ‘* 
and, further, 
Hence 
As II is continuous and vanishes at 0, we deduce that x is continuous at 0. 
Next we check that 0 satisfies 0 = Of+ [. For all x E F x G 
of(~) = lim i (if’(s) - ifjh(s)) - lim ‘i’[/.-ji~(.~) 
r-+no j=1 r-mj=O 
= f?(s) - i(x) + [l!(.U) - [h(x) 
= L?(s) - i(x). 
Finally we complete the proof that 0 is continuous by showing it to be continuous at 
points of S. Let x E S. Since 0 1 S is continuous, we need only show that, given E > 0, there 
exists 6 > 0 such that, for all x’ E V, 
ljx’ - .YII < 6 = il@(x’) - O(,Y))Ij < E. 
By continuity of 0 1 Vat 0, there exists 6, > 0 such that, for all .Y* E V, 
~j~*/l 6 6, => ije(.+):j G &/3. (3 
By Lemma 3.4 and the definition of 0 1 S, there exists an integer r 3 0 such that ]lf“(.~)l/ < 6,/2 
and 
!/ e(x) -~~~irj(.9 11 d ~13. 
By continuity off and [, there exists 6 > 0 such that, for all x E F x G, 
(IlfW) - f’(x)ll d a,/2 
Thus, for all X’ E V, 
i 
Ilf’Wl d 6, 
l/x’ - ,Yj/ 6 6 => 
Ii 
r-l 
L!?(x) - c (f'(d) < b/3. 
j=O /I 
Since 
I- I 
ej-yxy = e(q - jzoij-j(.d) 
(6) 
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we may combine (5) and (6) to give i~d(.l-) - tide < e. 
We now write E = F x G, and consider, for any maps_/‘: E -+ E and ;: E + R, the map 
g: E x R-E x R defined bq 
9(-u, II) = (f(s), II + i(.y,>. 
One easily shows 
PROPOSITION 3.7. lf g is a homeomorphism then f’ is a homeomorphism. 
We shall make use of Theorem 3.6 via the following result: 
THEORE!.I 3.5. Let g: E x R --+ E x R be a homeonlorphisn~ of thef‘orl;l 
y(s, II) = (Y(X) + q(x), 21 + I(s)) 
where q : E + E and < : E + R are Lipschitz kvith constants K and 7 respecticely and, as aboce, 
v = 2 x ~1. Suppose r/ aild i canish at 0 and on {x 6 E: /Ix/I 3 n}. If K < inf {a - 1, 1 - b) 
then there exists a homeomorphism q: E x R -+ E x R szlch that 
(i) qg = (v x l,)q, and 
(ii) for all (x, u) E E x R 
q(x, u) = q(x, 0) + (0, u). 
Proof: Letf: E --f E be the map v + q. Then by Proposition 3.7 f is a homeomorphism. 
By Theorems 3.3 and 3.6 there exist a homeomorphism p: E --+ E and a continuous map 
t):E+Rsuchthatpf=r*pande=Bf+{.Defineqby 
q(x, u) = (p(x), e(x) + u). 
Thus q is continuous and satisfies (ii). Moreover for all (x, u) E E x R 
49(x, 4 = rl(f(4, It+ i(x)) 
= (Pf(X), @@) + u + i(4) 
= (VP(X), e(x) + 14) 
= (v x l&(x, 4. 
Finally we prove that q is a homeomorphism. By Invariance of Domain we need only 
prove it bijective. Suppose that, for some (x, u) and (x’, u’) E E x R, q(x, u) = q(x’, IL’). Then 
by the injectivity of p, x = x’, whence, immediately from the definition of q, II = 11’. Thus q 
is injective. Given any (y, u) E E x R, there exists some x E E such that p(x) = J. Then 
q(s, zl - O(x)) = (y, u). Thus q is surjective. 
$4. EQUIVALENCE OF CYCLES 
We first make the trivial observation that any elementary cycle is flow-equivalent to an 
elementary cycle of period 1. For the rest of the section, then, all cycles have period 1. 
Throughout, 4 and $ will denote C’ flows on C” manifolds X and Y respectively. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let a and b be points on cycles C and D of the J?OWS 4 and II/ respecticely. 
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Suppose that there exists a flort,-equivalence h: U + V from q!~ at a to $ at b. such that, on 
some neighbourhood Wof a in U, h$’ = $‘h. Then C isflo\l,-eguiraier7t o D. 
Proof: Let dim A’ = k. By the argument of 7.9 of [I] we may identify li with an open 
subset of R’-’ x R and a with 0 E R”-’ x R, and assume that 4 is given on D, b> 
&t, _Y, U) = (x, 21 + tj. 
For convenience we suppose CJ = B, x J and FV = B, x K, where B, and B2 are open balls 
centre 0 in Rk-‘, J =] --I, l[ and K = 1-m, m[ for some real positive f and m. Thus 
C n U and D n Vhave finitely many (< l/I) components, and by choosing B, small enough 
we can make the number of components one. By the continuity of 4, we may choose PV 
small enough to ensure that, for all t E I = [0, 11, $‘(W) n IVnon-empty implies$‘( W) c U. 
This, in turn, implies either t E [0, 1 - m[or t E ] 1 - I+ m, I]. Similarly t E I and $‘/I( IV) c V 
implies t E [0, I- m[ or t E]l - I + m, I]. 
Let G and H be the open sets ut E I $‘(W) and VIE I $‘/I( W) respectively. For all x E W 
and t E I, we putf (x) = $‘hqS-‘(x) if and only if x E 4’(bV). We assert that the formula defines 
a flow-equivalence f: G --, H from 4 at C to $ at D. First we must show thatfis well-defined. 
Suppose then, that I E 4’(W) n $“(W), where t and s E I and s > t. Then 4-‘(s) E K’n 
$J”-‘(W), and hence +“-‘(W) c U. Thus either 0 < s - t < I - m or 1 - If m < s - t < 1. 
In the first case, for all u E [0, s - t], $-“$-‘(x) E U, and so, since lz is a flow-equivalence, 
$“/IcJ~-“(x) = $“h&-‘4-‘(x) 
= $“$‘-‘h4 -‘(x) 
= t+Yhq5-‘(s). 
In the second case 4”$-‘(x) E U for all 11 E 10, 1 - s + t]. Using the given properties of /I 
and the fact that 4-‘(x) E CV, 
I’@-” = IfV-‘$‘I+‘(x) 
= ,/S-l,~l-s+f$-Q.) 
= Il/%4-‘(x). 
Thus f is well defined. It is, by definition, locally a homeomorphism, and so continuous. 
Moreover it has a continuous inverse f -I : H -+ G defined, for all _Y E Hand t E I byf -l(y) = 
4’hlj/-‘(y) if and only if y E rl/‘h(W). 
Finally, given any x E 4’(W), where t E I, let a, > 0 be so small that I$‘-‘(x) E Li for all 
s E ] -a,, a,[. Then, for all s E ] -a,, ax[, 
f@(x) = $‘h$-‘F(x) 
= l+vl+m$ _‘(x) 
= @f(x). 
Thus, by Proposition 2.1, f is a flow-equivalence from 4 to II/. As it takes a to b, it takes 
C to D. 
We now prove our analogue to the theorem of Hartman and Grobman on elementary 
rest-points. 
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THEOREM 4.2. Let C be an elementar): cycle of 4, a&for au,v a E C, let D be the unique 
c),cle of the supemion of the hyperbolic part of T, 4’. The;z C i.sj?o\r-equicalent to D. 
Proof. Let dim _Y = li. Recall that the standard regular flow p on RL-’ x R is given by 
pit, 5, If) = (x, II $ t). By the argument of 7.9 of [I], there exist open neighbourhoods U 
of a in X and b” of 0 in R”-l x R, and a CL flow-equivalence h: c -+ U* from 4 at a to 
p at 0. For small enough open balls B, and I centre 0 in R’-’ and R respectively, we may 
define a C’ map 9: B, x I --+ Rk-’ x R by 
g(x, u) = h$‘h- ‘(x, II). 
If we choose the linear isomorphism z in 7.9 of [I] suitably we can arrange that cig(0) = 
1’ x l,, where v, a linear automorphism conjugate to the hyperbolic part of Tut’, is >. x p 
for some i. and /L satisfying (I) of $2. Notice that g(0) = 0 and that, for all (x, u) E B, x I, 
g(_~, u) = h$‘h-‘(x, u) 
= hCj5’h-‘p”(s, 0) 
= h$5”“II--1(X, 0) (7) 
= p”ll&h- ‘(x, 0) 
= g(x, 0) + (0, u). 
We are only concerned with the values of a near (0) x I, and we should like to apply 
Theorem 3.5. We may use the formula (7) to extend the domain of g to B, x R, and may 
then, by a familiar bump function argument (see, for example, IX.3 of [7]), assume g to be a 
homeomorphism of Rk-’ x R satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 3.5. We may suppose 
that the topological conjugacy q from g to v x 1, supplied by that theorem takes 0 to 0, by 
adding a constant to the second component if necessary. By virtue of the relation 
4(-r, 4 = 0, 0) + (0,4 
we may regard q as defining a flow-equivalence from p at 0 to E(v) at (the projection of) 0. 
Since Z(V)’ = v x l,, on some neighbourhood of a 
qh@ = qgh = r_(v)Lq/L 
Thus, by Theorem 4.1, C is flow-equivalent to the unique cycle of Z(v), and hence, by 
Proposition 2.3, to D. 
We now need the classification up to topological conjugacy of hyperbolic linear 
automorphisms of finite dimensional real normed linear spaces. A first step is to classify 
expanding linear automorphisms. Two such maps 1. E GL(F) and i.’ E GL(F’) are topologi- 
tally conjugate if (and only if) dim F = dim F’ and det /?/det E.’ > 0. One way of proving 
this (see [l 11) consists, essentially, of showing that if A is the closed annulus between the unit 
sphere S in F and its image under >.f, and if A’ is similarly defined in F’, then there is a 
homeomorphism from A to A’ which restricts to the identity on S and to I’I-’ on i.(S). 
The proof of this is a straightforward exercise using the path connectedness of SO(dim F - 1 j, 
f One may assume, after a linear conjugacy, that IIX-‘i] < 1, so that S is enclosed by x(S). 
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and we omit the details. An analogous result holds for contracting linear automorphisms. 
One may deduce a classification of hyperbolic linear automorphisms. From this, Theorem 
4.2 and Proposition 2.3 we deduce the following ciassification of elementary cycles: 
THEOREM 4.3. Let C and D be elementary cycles of 4 and Ic/ respecticely. Then C isflon- 
equivalent to D if and oniy if m(C) = m(D), n(C) = n(D), and m-(C) -m-(D) and 
n-(C) - n-(D) are et’en, where nz, n, m- and n- here denote tile numbers of expanding, 
cmtracting, real negatice expandifzg arrd real negative corltractirlg characteristic multipliers. 
The standard model in each flow-equivalence class is the suspension of a hyperbolic 
linear automorphism v: R”‘+” --f Rmin of the form 
+,, . ., x,+3 = (ex,, . . , exm-l, *es,, e-lx,,.,, . . , e-‘sm.+,_,, 4e-‘x,,,) 
Notice that the unstable manifold (the set of points havin g the cycle as a-limit set) has 
dimension m + 1, and is orientable if and only if m- is even. A similar comment applies to 
the stable manifold. This of course gives the sufficiency in Theorem 4.3. We also remark that, 
as with elementary rest-points: 
THEORE~I 4.4. Elementary cycles areflow-equicalent if arld only if they are orbit-equivalent. 
Finally we indicate how to obtain the theorem of Hartman and Grobman from the 
results of 93. Let a be an elementary rest-point of 4. By taking a suitable admissible chart, we 
may suppose that a = 0 E Rk and that d4’(0) = Y is as in $3. If u denotes the principal part 
of the velocity vectorfield of C#I near 0, and if li/ is the integral flow of the linear vectorfield 
whose principal part is de(O), then $’ = v. By a bump function argument we may assume 
that the hypotheses of Theorem 3.3 hold, with f= 4’. This theorem gives a conjugacy p 
from 4’ to $‘, and it transpires that the properties of p (see Theorem 3.2) ensure that it is, in 
fact, a flow-equivalence from $ to II/. 
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